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California Legislature Passes Historic Carpet Recycling Bill
Governor urged to sign legislation to reduce GHG emissions, create green jobs, and protect consumers
On Friday the California Legislature overwhelmingly passed a landmark bill that will transform the carpet industry by
requiring manufacturers to increase recycling and address the environmental concerns posed by the production and
disposal of carpet. A coalition of environmental, public health, local governments, carpet industry representatives, and
unions supported the legislation, and now urge Gov. Brown to sign it into law.
“AB 1158 represents a major victory for California and the nation,” said Heidi Sanborn, Executive Director of the
National Action Stewardship Council, the sponsor of the bill. “By mandating the carpet industry increase the amount of
carpet they recycle and ensuring consumers aren’t unknowingly funding carpet disposal, we can increase green jobs,
improve public health, and protect the environment.”
Carpets are comprised of 99% plastic, which is made from fossil fuels. In 2016 alone, over 257 million pounds of carpets
were dumped in landfills (about 2% of total disposed) and over 20 million pounds were burned in incinerators, just in
California. Carpet production is projected to grow 4.5% annually to 14.6 billion square feet by 2019 in the U.S., so carpet
production and disposal will have major repercussions for our health and environment.
In 2010 California became the only state to require carpet manufacturers to implement a stewardship program to
increase the recycling of carpet (AB 2398, Perez). Since passage, the carpet industry has failed to achieve meaningful
progress.
“The program has collected over $45 million in consumer fees to date, yet has barely increased recycling. Meanwhile,
the industry has dramatically increased incineration, which disproportionately impacts disadvantaged communities,”
explains Miriam Gordon, with Global Alliance for Incinerator Alternatives. “AB 1158 will put an end to consumers paying
an assessment in good faith that their discarded carpet will be recycled, when it fact it’s not.”
AB 1158 would reform the program by mandating the industry increase the rate of carpet recycling to rate 24% by 2020,
ending the consumer subsidization of carpet incineration, incentivizing the production of more recyclable carpets, and
providing proper training for carpet installers. The bill is authored by Assemblyman Kansen Chu (D-San Jose), and coauthored by Assemblyman Mark Stone (D-Santa Cruz).

“AB 1158 enacts a series of common sense reforms to the state’s struggling carpet recycling program, and, most
importantly, it will finally deliver the real recycling that California consumers have been paying for since 2011,” noted
Nick Lapis, with Californians Against Waste.
The bill also addresses the climate crisis by reducing fossil fuel emissions. For every additional percentage of carpet
discards that gets recycled instead of incinerated, the equivalent of 5,934 tons of CO2 emissions is reduced. “California’s
ambitious cap on greenhouse gas emissions (SB 32, 2016) and its embrace of the landmark international Paris Accord
will require all sectors to take aggressive action to achieve our goals,” said Bill Magavern, Policy Director of Coalition for
Clean Air. “AB 1158 would help our state reach its target of emitting 40% fewer GHG emissions by 2030. We urge the
Governor sign this bill.”
Major carpet companies – including Interface and Tarkett – have already proven that the mood of the market is clear
with an increasing demand for safer, environmentally friendly, sustainable products. “As one of the carpet industries’
recycling pioneers, Tandus Centiva is in support of this bill. The proposed legislation aligns with our parent company
Tarkett’s sustainability principles, which include taking back product for recycling through our ReStart program,” said
Len Ferro, President of Tandus Centiva, a Tarkett company. “Tarkett’s 2020 sustainability goals focus on Closing the
Loop, creating products within a circular economy, and following product principles outlined by Cradle to Cradle
Products Innovation Institute. These values work in tandem with this legislation.”
"Interface supports this bill because it is an important step forward toward a stronger carpet stewardship program in
California. Recycling carpet at end of life is especially difficult in this era of low petroleum prices, making it economically
challenging. As a result, a robust stewardship plan is that much more important today," said Matt Miller, president of
Interface Americas. "We are leading the way, driving our entire industry to commit to the circular economy, as we are
doing through our own ReEntry program. Together we must harvest the valuable materials from carpet at end of life and
use them to create new carpet and other products."
“On behalf of District Council 16 Business Manager Chris Christophersen and the California Floor Covering Installers of
the IUPAT, we are proud to have been a part of moving this important legislation forward to ensure our members are on
the front lines of changing the culture of carpet recycling in California,” said Mike West, International Union of Painters
and Trades (IUPAT). “For us that change begins in our training centers by learning about and working with products that
have a higher probability of being recycled. I thank the administration and the other stakeholders for working with us on
AB 1158 and hope that Governor Brown will quickly sign it into law.”
“By signing AB 1158, the Governor would once again enshrine California has the unquestioned leader when it comes to
passing landmark environmental and public health protection laws that often serve as models for the nation to follow,”
concluded Heidi Sanborn.
###
Na#onal Ac#on Stewardship Council
NSAC was founded in 2015 as an aﬃliate of the California Product Stewardship Council (CPSC). NSAC is a 501(c)(4)
nonproﬁt organiza,on that will engage primarily in lobbying and advocacy work for EPR and Product Stewardship,
anywhere in the U.S. and at any level of government interested in legisla6on that drives a circular economy.
Global Alliance For Incinerator Alternatives
GAIA is a worldwide alliance of more than 800 grassroots groups, non-governmental organizations, and individuals in
over 90 countries whose ultimate vision is a just, toxic-free world without incineration.
Californians Against Waste
Founded in 1977, Californians Against Waste is a non-profit environmental research and advocacy organization that

identifies, develops, promotes and monitors policy solutions to pollution and conservation problems posing a threat to
public health and the environment.
Coalition for Clean Air
The Coalition for Clean air is committed to the advancement of technology, laws and environmental practices that will
help promote clean and healthy air for all of California.
International Union of Painters and Allied Trades
Our members work in the Finishing Trades as industrial and commercial painters, drywall finishers, wall coverers,
glaziers, glass workers, floor covering installers, sign makers, display workers, convention and show decorators and in
many more exciting occupations.
Tarkett
With net sales of more than €2.7 billion in 2016, Tarkett is a global leader in innovative solutions for flooring and sports
surfaces. Offering a wide range of products including vinyl, linoleum, carpet, rubber, wood & laminate, synthetic turf and
athletic tracks, the Group serves customers in more than 100 countries worldwide. With 12,500 employees and 34
industrial sites, Tarkett sells 1.3 million square meters of flooring every day, for hospitals, schools, housing, hotels,
offices, stores and sports fields. Committed to sustainable development, the Group has implemented an eco-innovation
strategy and promotes circular economy. Tarkett is listed on Euronext Paris (compartment A, ISIN: FR0004188670, ticker
TKTT) and is included in the following indices: SBF 120, CAC Mid 60. www.tarkett.com.
Interface
Interface, Inc. is the world's largest manufacturer of modular carpet, and has recently expanded into modular resilient
flooring with a new luxury vinyl tile line. Our hard and soft tiles are designed to work together in an integrated flooring
system. We are committed to sustainability and minimizing our impact on the environment while enhancing shareholder
value. Our Climate Take Back™ mission focuses on driving positive impacts in the world to create a climate fit for life.
Recently, Interface was named third on GlobeScan and SustainAbility's 20th Annual Sustainability Leaders Survey.
Interface is the only company to earn a place on the list every year since its inception in 1997. For additional
information: interface.com and blog.interface.com. Follow Interface on Twitter, YouTube, Facebook, Pinterest, LinkedIn,
Instagram, and Vimeo.

